December 1, 2019

A Letter from Our President
Welcome all to the third edition of The Tora.
The club is really starting to come together,
and we are starting to see lots more activity as
we share everything kai. The committee are all
busy putting together all kinds of new things
for the club and the members. As always, the
Kai Ken Society of America is open to all kai
owners, breeders, enthusiasts and even people
who just want to learn more about this
amazing breed. We have started the partner
program with Embark and are looking forward
to its roll out and release of a kai exclusive
portal.

It will be a central location to house all the
genetic results and give us the tools to closely
look at genetic issues that are currently an
issue in the breed and any future issues that
might come up. Keep an eye on our Facebook
page and our website for the announcement of
its official release. I would like to wish
everyone and the furry friends a safe and
happy holiday season.
-Stacey Pestel, President, Kai Ken Society of
America
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KaiCAN!
Comparison Between Kai Ken and
Hokkaido Ken
By Autumn Arsenault

Even in darker brindles the red underneath is
washed out compared to the Kai.

Kai Ken are known for their distinct brindle
pattern, but other Nihon Ken (Japanese dogs)
also display those genetics. It can get tricky to
the untrained eye when it comes to identifying
each breed. In this issue, we will cover the
differences between Kai and Hokkaido Ken.
Historically, the Kai was once used for hunting
boar and various other game in the Yamanashi
Prefecture of Japan. The Hokkaido was
brought over by the Ainu people to the island
of Hokkaido.There they were used to hunt
primarily bear and deer.

Thank you Jason Fleming for providing photos
of Umma and Genji!
The Kai Ken and Hokkaido Ken are also very
different structurally. First, is size. The Kai Ken
overlaps between the Shiba Inu and Hokkaido
Ken. Hokkaido range from 17-20 inches at the
withers. Kai are 40-60cm (about 15.75-19.6
inches) at the withers. The Hokkaido Ken,
originally a bear dog, is to have substantially
more bone than the average Kai Ken. The
Hokkaido also has longer and thicker fur than
the Kai.

The Kai has since moved on to become more of
a versatile working dog. The Hokkaido is rarely
used for its original purpose as well, being
replaced by Karelian Bear Dogs often.
The Kai has three well-known colors: Akatora,
Chutora, and Kurotora. They also have a
fourth, non-standard color, that is a recessive
red/white. Often times labeled as cream by
Westerners.
Hokkaido come in all recognized colors: white,
red, black and tan, black and brindle, sesame,
and brindle. Yes, Hokkaido do come in brindle.
However, their brindle is considered “washed
out” when you compare it to the Kai’s, see the
image below.
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Next are some obvious differences in the head.
The number one thing you should be able to
notice is ears. Kai are to have the largest ears
proportionally to their head compared to other
Nihon Ken. Hokkaido are on the opposite side
of the spectrum with the smallest. Viewing
Hokkaido from the side their stop is shallow,
but defined. The Kai Ken has a much more
abrupt, but moderate stop. As a result of the
more defined slope the Kai has slightly rounder
eyes, but should still remain somewhat
triangular. The Kai also has a pronounced
furrow. Hokkaido also have longer muzzles.

Both breeds allow the same tail types, and
have the same tail length (nearly reaching the
hock).

Structure and appearance are not the only
differences between the two breeds.
Temperament and personality vary quite a lot.
Both Hokkaido and Kai are prone to handler
sensitivity, meaning they don't take
corrections well if incorrectly or poorly timed.
They also feed off of their handler's emotions.
Hokkaido are much "stickier" than Kai, often
attached at the hip even. Hokkaido are also
very people friendly, and tend to be more
outgoing with strangers than the average Kai.
Kai are not nearly as combative with other
dogs compared to the Hokkaido Ken. People
tend to have more luck keeping multiple Kai
together than Hokkaido of the same sex, but of
course there are individuals in each breed on
both sides of the spectrum. I found Hokkaido
to be more pushy and rude in their interactions
with other dogs. Sometimes I would have to
redirect the Hokkaido as it became too much
for my Kai.

The structure of the Kai is a little more
angulated in the front as opposed to the rear
when you compare it to the Hokkaido. The
hokkaido's shoulder is supposed to be slightly
sloping while the Kai has a moderate slope.
The angulation in the front, aside from the
shoulder, should be considered moderate on
both breeds. The rear on both breeds is to be
moderately angled as well, but Hokkaido
appear to often have shorter lower thighs in
proportion to the upper when compared to
Kai. Kai often appear a little more angulated
due to this.
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it. I just believe Hokkaido might be better for
higher competition levels. Kai, to me, bond
much more closely and for that I really
appreciate how well they work with their
owner in obedience and rally-o.

Kai Ken can be considered medium-high
energy and drive. Hokkaido Ken are fairly high
energy and drive in comparison. The Hokkaido
is also a busybody. They often get bored much
more quickly and often need more tasks. They
are also bigger chewers than Kai and are more
mouthy. Training a good bite inhibition in
Hokkaido is a bit more difficult than Kai are. I
personally never had issues with teaching a Kai
what's appropriate to bite down on, where as
the Hokkaido just want to put their mouths on
everything. Hokkaido are also much more
vocal. They make a wide range of sound and
different vocalizations. The Kai Ken can make
these sounds, just less frequently. They don't
have as much to say. I find the Kai with more
exposure to Hokkaido at a young age tend to
also be more vocal.

If you want a more independent, laid-back, up
for anything companion then the Kai is an
excellent choice. If you want a high energy, fun
loving, velcro dog with a lot to say: I
recommend the Hokkaido Ken. Each breed fills
specific needs and are both great choices for
many families.

Training wise, Hokkaido Ken were by far more
motivated to work for any reward. The Kai
seem to do it more for me or themselves,
rather than for a toy or treat. The Hokkaido
were much more inclined to do it for even just
a pet. Kai sometimes need a bit more
"cheerleading" to get them excited, as
Hokkaido are just always amped to be there.
Overall, both breeds train fairly easy and are
fun to work with. Hokkaido I personally believe
make better dogs for high energy sports like
agility, but that's not to say Kai don't excel at
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disrupt and redirect her owner’s attention
and feelings. The difference between a
service dog and an ESA (emotional support
animal)- a service dog takes a particular
action in response to interrupt the process,
while an ESA remains calm for the owner to
stroke.

Yucca On Duty
By Chrystal Cleary
When the red harness goes on, playful and
outgoing 6 year old Kai Ken Yucca clicks into
Work Mode. She is on duty and ready to go,
splitting attention between her owner,
Eileen Jarp, and the environment, following
closely while keeping tuned in for
instructions or dropped items.

“We can divide the training of service dogs
into two main categories” Dr, Jennifer Cattet
writes on the Medical Mutts blog, “1) the
special skills for the work they will be trained
for, such as opening and closing doors,
pulling clothes off, picking up objects from
the floor, getting help or alerting to changes
in blood glucose levels; 2) the public access
skills, such as lying quietly under a
restaurant table, walking through a crowd in
a heel position while paying attention to the
handler and generally staying as well
behaved and
inconspicuous as
possible.”

Eileen is a Navy veteran and has some nerve
damage to her hands from her service, a
condition she says will likely become worse
over time and may make it difficult for her to
hold items or pass and receive objects. Yucca
is here to help and has been trained to first
notice items dropped at any time and to pick
them up and hold or pass them back to her
owner without being told to do so.
Yucca wears a red
working harness with
Service Dog patches on
the sides. She has been
trained by Eileen with
some help from a
service dog
organization in
Indianapolis called
Medical Mutts, and her
training continues (picking up and passing
objects is well locked-in, moving forward,
Yucca will refine her work to include tasks
like footwear removal and other physical
and manipulative things. )

Yucca is a 30 lb dog and
is small enough to fit
under tables or chairs,
not disrupt the passage
of people, yet has the
physical agility and
reach to be useful as a
service dog. She also has the close bond Kai
are known for, strong handler attention
while in her vest, and the calm temperament
of her sire, Akashi, himself a reading dog and
excellent public ambassador (a point for the
consistency and predictability of purebred
dogs!). In her current job working at an
airport for TSA, Eileen has been able to bring
Yucca in to practice socialize at the busy
airport. “All of my co-workers tried so hard to

Another of Yucca’s jobs is to notice anxiety or
PTSD in her veteran owner, and act to break
it up. When Eileen has begun to feel the
pressure of an imminent episode, Yucca
notices and will put her paws on her chest to
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distract her and get her off her game, but she
stuck right with me.”

Some of the things that make Kai the great
companions that they are play right into a
solid hand for service work, other aspects of
the breed work against it, however. Their
tendency to bond closely to one person, is
high in their favor for astuteness to the
handler’s condition, but means the breed is
unlikely to be chosen to be raised by a
service program to be trained and passed
from person to person before placement.
You will more than likely have to train your
own Kai to do service tasks as a need
emerges, as Eileen has. Their super
astuteness can make the consistent
response required in any possible public
place the owner may need to go an
overwhelming experience for most Kai. They
may have more frequent needs for higher
value reinforcement than many service dogs.

Through the crowds, with all the carts and
some children who point and want to say hi,
Yucca stays on task. American Airlines has
been a friend to service dogs in training and
allows Yucca in her vest to fly in cabin. She is
small enough to fit between Eileen’s feet on
the plane, confident and well behaved so as
not to worry or scramble around on a plane
flight.
Yucca is good at her job, but do Kai make
good service dogs? “If you need a service
dog, don’t go out and get a Kai, but if you
have the right Kai and service needs arise,
they may be able to train for it.” Eileen
advises. There are some differences: Yucca
still appreciates a food reward for her
manual tasks more than most service dogs
at her stage of training, and the Kai prey
drive is high so distraction/attention work
needs to be considered ongoing.

“Kai are very curious about the world around
them so it’s tough to train them to that fine
line of resisting interacting with things
around them and but not training away the
Kai nature. It’s a tough balance to keep,”
says Eileen. “I highly recommend them as
ESAs but much needs to be considered
before making them a Service Dog.” As
always, the individual quality of relationship
is the key to Kai, and Eileen and Yucca will
continue to train and grow together, keeping
skills tuned and adjusting to each new
situation together, everywhere they need to
go!

Yucca and Kai like her take readily to social
and environmental variability, but this is not
true of the most average adult Kai- the
socialization maintenance work required for
raising a solid Kai is generally greater than
that required for the average pet breeds.
Writes Catett, “Socializing dogs to enough
situations, places, sounds, surfaces and
people, and teaching them to be
well-behaved and responsive, requires as
much or more training hours exposure and
practice than the specialized skills. Dogs that
work in public settings need to have the right
temperament. Skittish, barking and
generally reactive dogs would not do well.”
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A big congrats to the following Kai Ken and their owners:
●

●

Sarchi (Mijikai no Musashi Sarchi-go) took Best of Breed and Group 1 in Show 1 and took Best
of Breed and Group 3 in show 2 at the Michigan American Pit Bull Terrier Club show on 9-15-19.
At the Bay Area Regional Kennel Club Show on 9-28-19, she took Show 1 Best of Breed, Show 2
Best of Breed, and Group 2. On 9-29-19, Sarchi too Show 1 Best of Breed and Group 4, and
Show 2 Best of Breed and Group 4. On 11-16-2019, Autumn Arsenault and Sarchi represented
at the Pet Expo in Novi, Michigan. They handed out cards and taught well over 100 people
about the breed!

●
Maehem (Shoga’s Nameless One) took Show 1&2 Best Breeder Handled in Breed

●

Juno (Yamabushi no Momiji Juno) is having a strong hunting season in Vermont, with 5 ruffed
grouse flushed in three hunts.

●

Matsu (Yamabushi no Kanjiki Matsumori) tried UKC showing in September, placing 2nd and
4th in the Northern Group at shows in Massachusetts. He has flushed two grouse this season in
two hunts.

●

Tavi (Yamabushi no Octave Melody) Passed her Barn Hunt Instinct test and got her novice title.
She also is now an AKC PupPal!
Kurisu (Haiyaikaze’s Lab Member 0) Got best in show a total of three times at the Evergreen Autumn
Sieger on 10-19-2019 and 10-20-2019. Kurisu also passed her Barn Hunt Instinct test, got high in class,
and her novice title . She is also now an AKC PupPal!

●

●

Yucca (Yamabushi no Yucca) continues her service education by learning to put dropped socks and
other laundry in the dryer for her owner, Eileen Grosvenor.
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●

This is Reiwa, a new import at Mijikai Kennel, he is just 8 or 9 months old but has a lot of great
features and we hope he contributes well to the breed! He has already received Best of
Winners twice on 9-29-2019.

●

Sarah Carson with Shiba Zen and Kai Rajah (Yamabushi’s Robin Hood at Nozomi) has been
judging agility trials and designing courses. The dogs go along and have enjoyed their runs,
and Q’s- visiting with their canine friends they see at trials, and hanging out with everyone at
the campers each night. Trialing is not just "show up, run, ribbon, and go home,” it is a
community of friends you see each time, rooting each other on and supporting each other.
This is the true spirit of dog events!

Upcoming Events and Club News
●

We have two small banners available to lend around to club members representing at events.
One will rotate around the East coast/Gr. Lakes - contact Chrystal Cleary art@chryscleary.com
if you are going to something and want to use it- the other will lend out for the west coast,
contact Michelle Dokic to borrow that one. Return them to us when done or pass to the next
person!.
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About the Kai Ken Society of America
All are welcome to join the Kai Ken Society of America to connect with other Kai owners, mentors and
just folks to meet up with if going to a show, trial or event. Do you have expertise to share? Questions
to ask, or explore? The Kai Society is a nationwide community of owners and enthusiasts of Kai Ken,
and we enjoy learning more about the history of the breed, current Kai in the US and being
ambassadors for the breed as we learn more together. The KKSA has a relationship with the American
Kennel Club and is working toward fulfilling AKC’s requirements for Miscellaneous status for the
breed.
We celebrate Kai in all events and all leagues of play, as an AKC-aligned club we specifically encourage
registration of Kai with AKC to increase the breed’s formal representation and be counted, to open
doors within AKC for our breed, to support AKC as a non-profit, to reciprocate in our relationship with
AKC for working with us to recognize and accept KKA dogs and their progeny, and because AKC is fun
and beneficial in the events it offers, the education and resources AKC registration opens to all dogs
and their owners.
Kai Society members are here to help shepherd you through AKC papers if your KKA dog is not yet
registered with AKC. If your puppy came from the breeder with an AKC litter registration, completing
that is even easier and does a lot to help show AKC just how many Kai are here, and how invested our
owners are in their dogs, dog care and dog activities. Please join us!
Members may work on club committees- we are always looking for people to come own a piece of the
effort and pitch in as they are interested and able!- may run for club offices, may vote in club elections,
receive the quarterly newsletter The Tora, and be a part of discussions and recommendation-setting
in the club. Sometimes we make Kai swag, too. At this time, members have voted not to collect any
dues, so membership is free. All members, new and old, will get a spiffy Kai Society logo embroidered
patch in the mail- suitable to sew on a harness, a scarf, backpack or bag, or your canvas dog events
folding chair! We have a limited number of these- available until gone!
If you would like to join the Kai Ken Society of America, see the last page of this newsletter, or go
to www.kaisociety.org
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We want to hear from you!
If you have any ideas for the newsletter, announcements you want to see in the next issue, or general
feedback for us, contact us on Facebook! You’re awesome!
Resources
Check us out on the web at kaisociety.org for membership application, breed info, updates, and other
resources and info about our favorite breed!
ForumsNihon Ken Forum
Facebook GroupsKai Ken Owners
Kai Ken of the Pacific Northwest
KKSA Members
Need online training resources? Check out drsophiayin.com or dogtrainingrevolution.com
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